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Chordbuddy Media, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually ship
within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where possible.
Brand New Book. (Chord Buddy). Learn to play guitar quickly while using your favorite holiday
songs as your guide. As soon as the ChordBuddy device is properly attached to your acoustic or
electric guitar, you will be able to make music instantly. Within a few weeks, you ll begin removing
some of the tabs and making the chords on your own. In two months, you ll be able to play the
guitar with no ChordBuddy at all! Package includes: ChordBuddy * instruction book * companion
DVD with a 2-month lesson plan * and ChordBuddy Christmas songbook with 60 songs. Works on
acoustic and electric guitars. The ChordBuddy is in the key of G and makes the G C D and Em
chords. The ChordBuddy Guitar Learning System has earned the Parent Tested Parent Approved
(PTPA) Seal of Approval and was rated the Most Trusted Seal by 22,000 parents! The ChordBuddy
currently does not work on left-handed guitars, nor does it work on classical or half-sized (children
s) guitars. Christmas songs include:...
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Reviews
This is actually the very best publication i have read through till now. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the pdf. You can
expect to like just how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser
I just started o looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV
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